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�� Introduction

Twelve exciting years of research at the high energy frontier are the legacy of the Large
Electron�Positron collider at CERN� During its runs at the centre�of�mass energies of mZ

�LEP�� and ���	
�� GeV �LEP
�� this machine has allowed for the collection of an unprece�
dented amount of data� About � fb�� of integrated luminosity has been delivered per experi�
ment� During the LEP era the Standard Model of particle physics has undergone a stringent
scrutiny of its most ne details�

During LEP� phase � � � ��� Z bosons were detected� The most important results of L�
experiment have been already reported ����

� Z�boson mass has been measured with very high precision� mZ � �������� ������ MeV�

� The probability of the decay Z � ���� has been determined� and the number of generation
of massless neutrino is N� � 
���� � ������

� The Standard Model �SM� predictions have been conrmed� and Weinberg angle has been
estimated with a high accuracy sin� ��W � ��
���� � ��������

� The top�quark mass has been predicted in the frame of SM from higher order weak
radiative corrections� mt � ��������� GeV� Later on mt was directly measured with the
FNAL collider�

� No trace of new physics or deviation from SM was found�

In the year 
���� main e�orts were largely focused on the search for Higgs bosons and
on precise measurements of the properties of the W bosons� Detailed studies of resonance
formation in two�photon interactions were also continued� In the following� the recent results
obtained by the L� Collaboration are brie�y reported�

	� Physics of the W bosons

One of the main motivations to double the LEP energy was to study the W �boson prop�
erties as well as the characteristics of the W �pair production process� such as the total cross
section� the angular distributions and the helicity structure� The measurement of the W �decay
branching ratios provides a test of lepton universality for charged current interactions� The W
mass is one of the fundamental parameters of the Standard Model� Its actual value depends
via radiative corrections on unknown parameters like the mass of the Higgs boson� or on the
presence of physics beyond the Standard Model�
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First direct measurements of mW were derived by the L� collaboration from total cross
section measurements� mainly at the kinematics threshold of the reaction

e�e� � W�W�� ���

p
s � ��� GeV� where the dependence of the W �pair cross section on the W �boson mass is

largest� At centre�of�mass energies well above the kinematics threshold� the mass and also the
total width of the W boson are determined by analyzing the invariant mass of W �boson decay
products�

The W �boson decays into a quark�antiquark pair� such as W� � �ud or �cs� or a lepton�
antilepton pair� W� � l���l �l � e� �� � �� in the following denoted as qq� l� for both W� and
W� decays� Four�fermion nal states expected in W �pair production are l�l�� qql� and qqqq�

The mass and the width of the W boson are determined �
� by comparing samples of Monte
Carlo events to the data� A reweighting procedure is applied to construct Monte Carlo samples
corresponding to di�erent mass and width values� The tting procedure uses the maximum
likelihood method to extract values and errors of the W boson mass mW and the total width
�W �

The observed invariant mass distribution for 
��� data in the qql� and qqqq nal states
is shown in Fig� �� Combining the results from 
��� data with the ones determined at lower
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Fig� �� Distribution of reconstructed invariant mass for all W �pair events selected in the ������� GeV

data� For qqqq events	 the two best pairings are included� The solid line shows the result of the 
t of

mW � The quoted error combines statistical and systematic errors in quadrature
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centre�of�mass energies of ���	
�
 GeV yields�

mW � ������ � ������stat�� ������syst� GeV� �
�

�W � 
�
� � �����stat�� �����syst� GeV� ���

The cross section of the process ��� as a function of the centre�of�mass energy ��� is shown in
Fig� 
� The results are compared to the predictions of the Standard Model using the YFSWW�
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Fig� �� The cross section	 �WW 	 of the process e�e� � W�W���� as a function of the centre�of�mass

energy	
p
s� The measurements of �WW are shown as dots with error bars	 combining statistical and

systematic errors in quadrature� The overlapping solid curves show the Standard Model expectation

as calculated with YFSWW in the whole energy range and RacoonWW for
p
s � ��� GeV

and RacoonWW programs� The two predictions are consistent and have a theoretical uncer�
tainty of 
��� in the threshold region going down to ���� for

p
s � ��� GeV� The resulting

W �decay branching ratios including statistical and systematic errors are listed in Table� The
branching fractions are determined both with and without the assumption of charged�current
lepton universality in W decays�

Precision measurements of the trilinear gauge boson couplings constitute critical tests of
the Standard Model� Extensive studies of the anomalous W couplings have been carried out
by experiments at the Tevatron and at LEP� These studies focused so far on pair production
of vector gauge bosons 	 WW � WZ and W�� The L� collaboration explored for the rst time
another approach for studying the anomalous electromagnetic couplings of the W bosons by
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Table

W �decay branching ratios	 BR	 derived with and without the assumption
of charged�current lepton universality� Also shown are the W �decay

branching ratios as expected in the Standard Model

Parameter Lepton Lepton Standard
Non�Universality Universality Model

BR�W � e�� ������ ����� ���� �

BR�W � ��� ����� ����� ���� �

BR�W � ��� ������ ���� ���� �

BR�W � l�� � ������ ���� ���� ����

BR�W � qq� ������ ����� �� ����� ����� �� �����

measuring the cross section of single W production

e�e� � e��eW
� � ���

This process is a clean test of the WW� vertex� The cross section of the process ��� depends
only on the k� and 	� gauge coupling parameters� Any deviation from the coupling values
k� � � and 	� � � predicted by the Standard Model would indicate that the W boson has an
internal structure�

The cross section of the process ��� is small at LEP
 energies 	 of the order ��� pb� However�
despite the low statistics� this process is a sensitive probe of new physics beyond the Standard
Model� A specic feature of single W �boson production is a nal state positron �electron�
produced at very low polar angle and therefore not detected� Thus the signature of this process
is a single energetic lepton� if the W �boson decays into lepton and neutrino� or two hadronic
jets in the case of hadronic W decay�

The cross section of process ��� measured by the L� collaboration at centre�of�mass energiesp
s � ���	
�
 GeV are found to be consistent with the Standard model expectation� The

WW� gauge couplings k� and 	� are determined to be

k� � �������������� � ����� ���

	� � ��������������� � ����� ���

This result is consistent with the absence of anomalous contribution to WW� couplings�
The new results on theW helicity fractions and theWW spin correlations are obtained using

the data collected with the L� detector at centre�of�mass energies between
p
s � ���	
�� GeV�

At an average centre�of�mass energy of 
���� GeV� the fractions of the di�erent W helicity
states� 	�� �� and � are measured to be ���������� ��������� and 
��������� respectively�
The results agree well with the Standard Model expectation for the three W helicity states of
�
���� ����� and 

���� Within the Standard Model� CP is conserved in the reaction ��� and
the helicity fractions ���� 	� and �� for the W� are expected to be identical with �	�� �� and
�� for the W� respectively� One can thus test the CP invariance by measuring separately the
helicity fractions for W� and W�� The measured helicity fractions agree within the statistical
errors and provide the rst direct test of CP invariance in the reaction ���� The W helicity
fractions are also studied as a function of the W� polar scattering angle with respect to the
e��beam direction� Strong variations of the W helicity compositions are clearly seen� and the
results are in agreement with the Standard Model expectations�
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Spin correlations of massive vector bosons have not been observed so far� Spin correlations
between the W� and W� produced in the reaction e�e� � W�W� � l�q�q would mean that
the helicity fractions measured with the leptonically decaying W bosons depend on the helicity
of the hadronically decayingW � Another possible manifestation ofWW spin correlations would
show a non�uniform distribution of the angle between theW� andW� decay planes� Combining
all L� data� WW spin correlations are seen with a signicance of ��� standard deviations�

�� Search for Higgs bosons

The Higgs mechanism plays a central role in the unication of the electromagnetic and
weak interactions by providing mass to the intermediate vector bosons� W and Z� without
violating local gauge invariance� Within the Standard Model� the Higgs mechanism predicts a
single neutral scalar particle� the Higgs boson� The mass of this boson� mH� is not predicted
by the theory� The experimental observation of the Higgs boson would be of great importance
for the understanding of the spontaneous breaking of electroweak symmetry�

The L� experiment has carried out the search for the Higgs boson at LEP in very large data
samples collected at the Z resonance and at ever increasing centre�of�mass energies and lumi�
nosities greatly extending the Higgs mass range investigated� A t that includes L� electroweak
precision measurements results in an upper limit on mH of ��� GeV at the ��� condence level�
Previous L� direct searches for the Standard Model Higgs boson excluded the mass range up
to ��� GeV�

The Standard Model Higgs boson is produced at LEP mainly via the Higgs�strahlung process

e�e� � Z� � HZ� ���

The processes ofW�W� and ZZ fusion contribute� with smaller rate� to the Higgs production in
the H��� and He�e� channels� respectively� The largest sources of background are four�fermion
nal states from W and Z pair production� as well as quark pair production e�e� � q�q����

In the following� the nal results of the Standard Model Higgs search performed on the
data collected by L� at a centre�of�mass energy�

p
s� up to 
�� GeV are presented ���� The

search is based on the study of four distinct event topologies� HZ � q�qq�q� HZ � q�q����
HZ � q�ql�l��l � e� �� � � and HZ � ����q�q� With the exception of the HZ � ����q�q decay
mode� all the analyses are optimized for the H � b�b decay� This mode represents about ���
of the Higgs branching fraction in the mass range of interest�

A lower limit on the mass of the Standard Model Higgs boson of ��
�� GeV is set at the
��� condence level� An excess of events above background is found� which is compatible with
a Standard Model Higgs boson of mass ����� GeV� High�weight events are seen in di�erent
decay channels 	 q�q��� and q�qq�q 	 which are characteristic of Higgs production together with
a Z boson� By combining all the search channels� the condence level is computed for the
data to be compatible with signal plus background or background only� For an assumed Higgs
boson of this mass� the condence level to be consistent with a background only hypothesis is
calculated to be ����� equivalent to ��� standard deviations from the background expectation�
The condence level to be consistent with signal plus background is ���
� These data from L��
together with those of other LEP experiments can be interpreted as the rst observation of the
Higgs boson�

In the Standard Model� the Higgs mechanism requires one doublet of complex scalar elds�
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model �MSSM� predicts the existence of two doublets
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of complex scalar elds� with a total of eight degrees of freedom� As in the Standard Model�
three degrees of freedom appear as the longitudinal polarization states of the gauge bosons
W�� W� and Z� The remaining ve degrees of freedom are manifested in ve physical scalar
Higgs states� Under the assumption that Higgs sector of the MSSM conserves CP� the physical
Higgs bosons are CP�even h and H� the CP �odd A� and the charged bosons H� and H�� The
quartic self�coupling of the Higgs elds is determined by the gauge couplings� which limits the
mass of the lighter of the two CP�even Higgs bosons to be less than the mass of the Z at tree
level� Radiative corrections� particularly from loops containing the top quark� allow the lightest
Higgs boson mass to range up to approximately ��� GeV� This constraint on the mass of the
h suggests that the h may be light enough to be produced at LEP�

The two most important production mechanisms of the Higgs bosons h and A are

e�e� � Z� � hZ� ���

e�e� � Z� � hA� ���

The cross section of the process ��� is smaller than that for the similar production of the Higgs
boson in the Standard Model� This process is dominant at low values of tan 
 �tan 
 � ���
where tan 
 is the ratio of the two Higgs vacuum expectation values� The pair production of
Higgs bosons ��� takes over at high values of tan 
�

The L� collaboration performed a search for the Higgs bosons h and A using data collected in
the year 
��� at centre�of�mass energies 
��	
�� GeV ���� For the hA production� the search is
based on the study of the following decay modes� hA� b�bb�b� hA� b�b���� and hA� ����b�b�
In the case of hZ� four event topologies covering approximately ��� of possible nal states�
are considered� q�qq�q� q�q���� q�ql�l� �l � e� �� � � and ����q�q� The searches in channels with
hadronic decays of the h boson are optimized for the dominant h � b�b decay channel� No
signal is observed and lower mass limits are obtained as a function of tan 
� For tan
 � ���
they are mh � ���
 GeV and mA � ���� GeV at the ��� condence level�

A search for pair�produced charged Higgs bosons

e�e� � H�H� ����

is performed in the three decay channels� H�H� � �����
���� �H�H� � c�s����� and H�H� �

c�s�cs� An excess of events in the H�H� � c�s�cs and c�s����� channels is observed in the mass
region around �� GeV� which is most signicant at low values of the H� � �� branching
ratio� Including data taken at lower centre�of�mass energies� the excess is compatible with a
��
 �uctuation in the background� Interpreting this excess as a statistical �uctuation in the
background� lower limits on the charged Higgs mass are derived at the ��� condence level�
They vary from ���� to �
�� GeV as a function of the H� � �� branching ratio�
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� Study of resonance production in two�photon collisions

Electron�positron colliders are a good laboratory to investigate the behaviour of two�photon
interactions via the process

e�e� � e�e����� � e�e�X� ����

where �� is a virtual photon� The outgoing electron and positron carry nearly the full beam
energy� and their transverse momenta are usually so small that they are not detected� This
kind of events is characterized by an initial state e�e������ calculable by QED� and a low
multiplicity nal state� Process ���� is particularly useful in the study of the properties of
hadron resonances�

The cross section for the formation of a resonance R is proportional to the two�photon
partial width ����R� of the resonance�

�e�e� � e�e�R� � K � ����R�� ��
�

The proportionality factor K can be evaluated by a Monte Carlo calculation� The quantum
numbers of the resonance Rmust be compatible with the initial state of the two virtual photons�
A neutral� un�avoured meson with even charge conjugation and helicity zero �	 � �� or two
�	 � 
� can be formed� The two�photon width� ����R�� is related to the �avour content of q�q
states� The measurement of form factors provides an important information about the wave
function of the quarks inside the meson� Small values of ����R� are indication for the presence
of a glueball or hybrid components in the state�

An extensive study of the formation of hadron resonances and of their properties is carried
out by the L� collaboration� The PNPI group takes an active part in these investigations� In
the following� the main results of the analysis of K�

sK
���� ������ K�

sK
�
s and �

������� nal
states are presented� The analysis is performed using data collected at centre�of�mass energies
from ��� GeV up to 
�� GeV for an integrated luminosity of ��� pb���

The mass region between �
�� MeV and ���� MeV is expected to contain several resonance
states� For the pseudoscalar sector �JPC � ����� the ������� meson was observed in hadron
collisions and in radiative J decay� but not in two�photon collisions� and only upper limits of
its two�photon width of the order of � keV existed� Therefore� the ������� may be interpreted
as a prominent glueball candidate due to its strong production in a gluon�rich environment�
There are� possibly� two pseudoscalars in the ���� MeV mass region� one at lower mass� �L�
which decays into a�� or directly into ���� and another at higher mass� �H � decaying to K�K�
Axial vector mesons �JPC � ���� are also present in the ���� MeV mass region� The f����
��
was observed in two�photon collisions in the K �K� decay channel� and f���
��� was seen in the
����� decay channel�

In the analysis of K�
sK

��� and ����� nal states L� collaboration ��� makes use of the
dependence of the signal yield on the total transverse momentum P �

T � �
P��p T �

�� where the
sum runs over all the observed particles� To a good approximation P �

T � Q�� where Q� is the
maximum virtuality of the two photons� For real photons �Q� � ��� the production of a spin
� state is allowed while that of a spin � state is suppressed� In contrast� for virtual photons
�Q� � ��� the production of a spin � state is allowed while that of a spin � state diminishes�
Such behaviour is described by e�ective

The pseudoscalar meson ������� is observed �Fig� �� for the rst time in �� collisions� The
two�photon width of the ������� is determined using only the events with P �

T � ���
 GeV��
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Fig� �� The peak of the ������� in K�
sK

�	� spectra for di�erent P �
T bins� The 
ts of a Gaussian

plus polynomial background are superimposed on the data� In the highest P �
T bin	 also the peak of

the f������� is present and the 
t includes two Gaussians

shown in Fig� �a� This cut selects events produced by quasi�real photons� dominated by the
spin � state� Taking into account the corresponding branching ratio values� the two�photon
width for the K �K� decay channel is

������������ �BR��������� K �K�� � 
�
 � ���stat�� 
��syst� eV� ����

The mass and width of the ������� as well as the observation of a dominant K����
�K decay
are compatible with the characteristics of the �H� The measured two�photon width is consistent
with the value expected for a rst radial excitation of the pseudoscalar nonet� At the same
time� tests designed to establish the gluon content of a resonance point to a strong gluonium
admixture�

No positive signal is observed for the �L state� either in the K�
sK

��� channel� where there
is no clear evidence for an a������� decay� or in the ����� channel� Upper limits for the
two�photon width of the ������� and the ���
��� in the decay channel ����� are determined�

The high Q� events show clear evidence for the formation of the axial vector mesons f����
��
in the decay channel K�

sK
��� and for the formation of f���
��� in both K�

sK
��� and �����

channels�
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In the decay channel ����� the di�erential cross section of the f���
��� production is
measured as a function of Q� and compared to di�erent form factor models� The gamma�
gamma coupling parameter is precisely determined for the rst time�

���� � ���� ����stat�� ����syst� keV� ����

In order to decay into K�
sK

�
s � a resonance must have JPC � �even���� For the 
��� ��P�

tensor meson nonet� the f���
���� the a�����
�� and the f �
�
���
�� can be formed� Gluonium

states cannot be formed directly by the collision of two photons and the two�photon width of
a glueball is expected to be very small� A state that is observed in a gluon�rich environment
but not in two�photon fusion has the typical signature of a glueball�

The K�
sK

�
s mass spectrum ��� is presented in Fig� � showing three distinct peaks over a low

background� Despite their large two�photon widths� the f���
��� and the a�
�
���
�� tensor

mesons produce a small signal in the K�
sK

�
s nal state due to their destructive interference�

The spectrum is dominated by the formation of the f �����
�� tensor meson� A signal in the
mass region of the fJ������ is observed�
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Fig� �� The K�
sK

�
s mass spectrum� The solid line corresponds to the maximum likelihood 
t� The

background is 
tted by a second order polynomial and the three peaks by Breit�Wigner functions

�dashed lines�� The arrows correspond to the f��������a�������	 the f
�
�������	 the fJ������ and the


����� mass regions

To determine the spin and the helicity composition in the f �
�
���
�� mass region between

���� and ���� MeV� the experimental polar angle distribution is compared with the normalized
Monte Carlo expectations for the J � �� J � 
� 	 � � and J � 
� 	 � 
 states� The condence
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levels for the J � � and J � 
� 	 � � hypotheses are less than ����� For the J � 
� 	 � 

hypothesis� a condence level of ����� is obtained� The two�photon width times the branching
ratio into K �K is determined from the cross section under the hypothesis of a pure J � 
� 	 � 

state�

����f
�
�
���
��� �BR�f �

�
���
��� K �K� � �� � ��stat�� ���syst� eV� ����

The spin�two helicity�two state is found dominant in the mass region around ���� MeV� No
signal is observed in the mass region of the ��

���� The upper limit of

������

���� �BR���

��� � K�

sK
�

s � � ��� eV ����

at the ��� condence level supports the interpretation of the ��

��� as the tensor glueball�
The process �� � �������� is dominated by ���� production� A spin�parity analysis of the

���� system ��� for W�� � � GeV shows a dominance of JP � 
� and helicity 
� A contribution
of JP � �� is also observed whereas contributions of negative parity states are found to be
negligible� The ���� mass spectrum after subtraction of combinatorial background shows that
for W�� � � GeV there is still a strong production of �� meson but the f���
��� meson is also
seen�

Analysis of the LEP data is not yet completed� PNPI group will continue the study of
exclusive multihadronic nal states in two�photon interactions� especially with high masses� in
the search for resonances with hidden charm and beauty quarks�
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